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What does „PEMF“ stand for?

Omnium1 iMRS one Basic Set

The term PEMF means „pulsed electromagnetic ﬁelds“ and describes in modern medicine the speciﬁc application of unique pulsed,
electromagnetic frequencies and intensities
for the health beneﬁt of human beings and
animals.
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Research has shown that low energy pulsating
ﬁelds within the frequency range of “the biological window” (3-25 Hz), as well as the inner and
outer wave patterns of the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld
(7.83-11.79 Hz) can produce remarkable positive
changes within the body. In exploring this technology for your health and the health of your
family, insist upon true PEMF with the iMRS one
W@pp!
The term “magnetic resonance stimulation” simply indicates that by applying a pulsating electromagnetic ﬁeld that matches the Earth’s magnetic
ﬁeld, nearly all 75 trillion cells of the body can be
stimulated into harmonic resonance. As a result
the powerful capacity within the cell membrane
increases and enables the cells to produce more
energy. This energy enhances the self-healing
powers of the body.
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Omnium1 – Health goes Purple

iMRS one

Developed, engineered and designed in Switzerland the Omnium1 is based on the worldwide
known and established Android platform. It can
be used as a regular tablet without any restrictions: Surﬁng the web via WIFI, sending, receiving emails and complete access to the android
app structure. The brand new android version
4.4.2 KitKat is already preinstalled and serves as
the user interface for all related applications.
In contrast to a regular market-based tablet the
Omnium1 not only contains of a speciﬁc high
performance battery (14,8V, 9000mA/h), it is to
date the world`s ﬁrst tablet equipped with two
serial ports (speciﬁc 20-pin connector). These
accesses allow connectivity and control of a
wide range of health, wellness and ﬁtness related hard- and software applications (W@pp`s).
Daily routines like blood pressure evaluation,
blood glucose measuring, ECG`s, EEG`s, heart
rate variability and even active and analog applications like pulsed electro magnetic ﬁeld therapy (PEMF) or brain wave entrainment can soon
be performed, evaluated and monitored by and
with only ONE single control unit.

The iMRS one-W@pp consists of a software package, an intelligent D/A converter to transform
the digital control signals into analog, pulsating,
electromagnetic ﬁelds (PEMF) and a hardware-set
(applicators) for the output (multiple options
available). iMRS one is the world`s ﬁrst magnetic resonance stimulations system W@pp which
performs on an android platform. It is technically
based on the most sold and most popular PEMF
system in the world for home use, the iMRS.

Prevention, active health, wellness and ﬁtness
management in the comfort of your home is no
longer a vision. Due to its versatility and performance the Omnium1 provides comprehensive
home health management in an easy, slick and
cost effective way.

www.pemf-joy.com

Together with the Omnium1 interface the iMRS
one consists of the unique capability of performing socket free, easy to use and totally independent PEMF applications with various applicators.
The software surface is very intuitive, easy to
operate and due to the proper size of the touch
icons also suitable for the elderly. The new generation of applicators (OmniMat, OmniPad and
OmniSpot) are outstanding, due to their high
quality fabric, excellent workmanship and a compact construction for an easy and smooth transportation.

OmniBrain
Over decades Brain Wave Entrainment has become an integral part of modern mental training concepts. The technology is widely used
in modern medicine as well as in professional
sports and as a very effective, supportive learning tool. The primary goal of a brain wave entrainment session is to utilize the basic tendency of the human brain to resonate with external
stimuli. Hereby one can apply visible or audible,
external frequencies which can be recognized
and processed by the brain. By controlling the
applied frequencies in a proper way, the brain
starts resonating with it and adjusts its own
frequency patterns. This way, the user can actively inﬂuence the actual mental state. Omnium1 is a 3-way-brain wave entrainment system,
which is capable of gaining resonances based
on light, tone and color. The goggle is made of
suede-leather, very comfortable to wear and
contains of built in high end ear phones for the
tone and music stimulus as well as a ﬂexible
PCB with RGB-LED`s to create the desired light
and color frequencies.

